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Given a finitely generated module M over a commutative noetherian local 
ring, what is the behavior of the sequence of Betti numbers {/3#4))? We 
shall show that for certain rings either limifii(M) = 00 or else, after a certain 
point, the sequence becomes constant. 
In an earlier paper [7] the author defined and investigated BNSI rings. 
These are commutative noetherian local rings (R, VI) such that for every 
finitely generated non-free R-module M, the sequence {pi(M)Ji.+, is strictly 
increasing. P,(M) is the dimension of the R/VI-vector space Torf(M,R/%II), 
or equivalently, it is the rank of the free module Fi in a minimal R-free 
resolution of M 
-+Fi+Fi-,-+ ... +F,-+M-+O. 
The only BNSZ rings of which we are aware are given by [7, 
Theorem 3.2A]: If (S, 9.B) is a local domain and J is an ideal not contained 
in any prime ideal of grade 1, then S/mU is a BNSZ ring. 
Eisenbud [3] has proved that if R is a local complete intersection and 
(pi(M)} is bounded, then the minimal R-free resolution of M becomes 
periodic of period 2 after at most 1 + dim R steps, and {p,(M)}i2, +dimR is 
constant. A further consequence of his work is that if the sequence is 
unbounded, then lim, p,(M) = co. Since for a complete intersection dim R = 
depth, R (= the length of a maximal R-sequence), we may restate these 
results about Betti numbers as: either {j?i(M)}i.+l+d,,thaR is constant or 
limi,8,(M) = co. 
Accordingly, we say a ring R (from now on, by “ring” we mean 
“commutative noetherian local ring”) satisfies property BN(j) if for every R- 
module M (all modules are finitely generated, from now on), either 
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1Pi(Wli>l+ j is constant or limi/?,(M) = co. Thus any BNSI ring satisfies 
RN(O), and a complete intersection satisfies BN(depth, R). One reason for 
suspecting that depth, R is more relevant here than Krull dim R is given by 
Proposition 1.2: Let S be a ring and x E S a non-zerodivisor. If S/xS 
satisfies RN(j), then S satisfies BN(j + 1). Another reason is that the depth 
of a BNSI ring is always 0, whereas its Krull dimension can be larger. 
We do not know whether every Gorenstein ring satisfies BN(J) for somej. 
(Nor, by the way, do we know whether there is any ring which does not!) 
However, we show (Proposition 1.4) that if R is Gorenstein of dimension d 
and satisfies BN(j) for some j, then R satisfies BN(d). 
We also consider a (possibly) weaker property, BN(&): for every R- 
module M, either {j?,(M)} is eventually constant or limi/3i(M) = co. An 
example of a ring with this property is any ring such that for all M 
{Pi(W li> 1 is non-decreasing. We exhibit a class of such rings using a result 
from [4]. 
In Section 2 we investigate the following situation: (R, W) + (S, W) is a 
homomorphism of local rings such that S is a finitely generated free R- 
module. We make the (easy) observation that if S satisfies BN(j) (or 
BN(&,)) then R does also. Proposition 2.3 goes in the other direction: 
Suppose that for every non-free R-module M, lim, p,(M) = co. Let Z be an 
ideal of R such that S/IS satisfies BN(j) (or BN(+&,)). Then S satisfies 
BN(j) (or BN(&)). Corollary 2.4 exploits this result to produce rings 
satisfying BN(0). 
In Section 3 we study the Betti numbers of modules over a special type of 
BNSI ring, S = R/YR’+‘, where (R, 9X) is regular local of dimension n > 2, 
9Jl = (x, )...) x,,), and k > 1. Here we are interested in the rate of growth of 
the sequence {p,(M)} ia,, M any non-free S-module, and we show 
(Theorem 3.8) that for all i > 1, 
Pi+ 2(WIPi(W 2 2 
izl tkf:- ‘). 
1 
We begin with 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let R be a (commutative noetherian local) ring and let 
j be an integer >O. R satisfies BN(j) if, for every (finitely generated) R- 
module M, either the sequence of Betti numbers {/3i(M)}i>l + j is constant or 
lim, /I&V) = co. 
Remark. It follows from [3, Theorem 4.21 that if R is a complete inter- 
section of dimension d, then R satisfies BN(d). 
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PROPOSITION 1.2. Let S be a ring and x E S a non-zerodivisor. If S/xS 
satisfies BN( j) then S satisfies BN(j + 1). 
Proof Let M be an S-module, and let 
O-+K+S”“+M-+O 
be exact, with n, = P,(M). Then since Kc S”“, x is a non-zerodivisor on all 
the syzygies of K. Thus, tensoring a minimal S-free resolution of K with S= 
S/xS yields an exact sequence, and hence a minimal S-free resolution of R = 
K/xK. So p,(K) = B:(E), and therefore, by hypothesis, either {/3,(K)},, , + j is 
constant or lim, /3,(K) = co. Since for i > 1, p,(M) = pi- ,(K), it follows that 
either Vi(Wli>z+j is constant or limiai(M) = co. Hence S satisfies 
BN(j + 1). 
This suggests the following 
Conjecture. If R satisfies RN(j) then R satisfies BN(d), where d = 
depth, R (= the length of a maximal R-sequence). 
We shall verify this conjecture for Gorenstein rings. For this we need to 
recall and summarize some terminology and results of Auslander and 
Bridger [ 11. 
For an R-module M, G-dim A4 = 0 iff M is reflexive and for all i > 1, 
Ext’(M, R) = Ext’(M*, R) = 0, where M* = Hom(M, R). Modules of G- 
dim 0 behave very much like projective modules (of course, if M is projective 
then G-dim M = 0). They form a “resolving subcategory” of the category of 
R-modules. This means, essentially, that for every module X there is an exact 
sequence 
+Gi+Gi--l+... +G,+X+O 
in which G-dim Gi = 0 for all i, and the G-dimension of X can then be 
defined in a manner completely analogous to that of projective dimension, 
with all the standard results about projective dimension carrying over to 
their analogues for G-dimension [1, 3.10-3.161. A less standard result [2, 
Theorem 3.71 also carries over: if G-dim M < co then G-dim M + depth M = 
depth R [ 1, 4.13(b)]. 
If G-dim M = 0, then for every n > 1 there is an exact sequence 
O+M-+F,+... -+F, 
with each Fi free [ 1, proof of 4.12 (a) * (b)]. Hence M is the nth syzygy of 
some module (namely, coker(F,- i + F,)). Finally, the crucial fact about 
Gorenstein rings is [1, 4.201: R is Gorenstein o G-dim M < co for all M. 
LEMMA 1.3. If R satisfies BN(j) and G-dim M = k < 00, then either 
{Pi(“)li>*+k is constnt or lim,P,(M) = co. 
481/66/l-14 
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Proof. By induction on k. Let k = 0. Then M is the jth syzygy of some 
module L. Thus for all i > 1, p,(M) =/3,+#.,). It follows from the RN(j) 
hypothesis that either {pi(M)}i>l is constant or lim,/?,(M) = 00. 
Now assume that k > 1 and let 0 -+ K + F + M -+ 0 be exact, with F free. 
Then G-dim K = k - 1, and p,(K) = pi+ ,(M). Induction gives the desired 
result for {P,(K)}i>k, and hence for {pi(M)} i >, + k. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let R be a Gorenstein ring of dimension d. If R 
satisfies BN(j) then R satisfies BN(d). 
Proof: For every module A4, G-dim M < co. Hence 
G-dim M + depth M = depth R = d. 
In particular, G-dim M < d. The result now follows Lemma 1.3. 
EXAMPLES. We shall now give some examples of BN(0) rings. In [7] we 
defined a BNSZ ring as a ring such that for all non-free modules M, 
WiWli>1 is strictly increasing. Clearly a BNSI ring satisfies BN(0). The 
only examples of BNSZ rings we know of come from [7, Theorem 3.2A]: Let 
(S, 2JI) be a local domain and let J be an ideal which is not contained in any 
prime ideal of grade 1. Then S/YJU is a BNSI ring. 
Another example of BN(0) rings is provided by [4, Theorem 1.11: 
Let (S, 9R) be a noetherian local ring of Krull dimension d > 2. Then for n 
sufficiently large, the local ring R = S/YJI’ has the property that for all 
finitely generated non-free R-modules M, the sequence {p,(M)}iaZ is strictly 
increasing. In fact, for all i > 2, pi+,(M) --p,(M) > d - 1. 
We now consider a property which is (possibly) weaker than BN(j) for all 
j. 
DEFINITION 1.5. R satisfies BN(H,) if for every module M, either 
lim, p,(M) = co or pi(M) is eventually constant. 
Remark. If for every module M, {pi(M)} is eventually non-decreasing, 
then R satisfies BN&). Thus, examples of BN&) rings are provided by [4, 
Proposition 2.11: 
Let (S, %lI) be a noetherian local ring and let J be a non-nilpotent ideal. 
Let R = R/!VlJ. Then for any finitely generated R-module M, the sequence 
{Pi(“>li>l is non-decreasing. 
Let (R, ?UI) + (S, W) be a homomorphism of local rings such that S is a 
finitely generated free R-module. How do R and S compare with respect to 
Betti number properties? We begin with a simple observation. 
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Remark. If S satisfies RN(j) (or RN(&)) then so does R. For tensoring 
a minimal R-free resolution of an R-module M with the free R-module S 
produces a minimal S-free resolution of S OR M, and so pi(M) = 
PM OR Mb 
Our aim now is to obtain information about S from properties of R. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let (R, ‘$I) be a local ring such that the annihilator of 34 is 
not zero, and let M be a non-free R-module. Let 
be a minimal free resolution of M and let 
be any other free resolution of M. Then for all k > 0, 
and 
l$o (-l)k-iqi2 i (-l)k-iPi, 
i=O 
qk> Pk. 
Proof: Let Lk+ 1 = ker(Rqk+ Rqk-I) and K,, , = ker(RPk --f Zip”-‘). By 
Schanuel’s lemma [5, Theorem 1891, 
L k+l~RPk~Rqk-‘~RPk-Z+~~.~Kk+,~Rqk~RPk-’~Rqk-2+~~~, 
(where the sums terminate with RpO and RqO, respectively, if k is even, and 
vice versa if k is odd). By minimality, K,, , c !UIRPk, and so ann(K,+ I) 2 
ann(9Jl) # 0. Therefore K,, , has no free summand. Thus the free rank of 
eachsumisq,+p,_,+q,_,+...,whichisatleastp,+q,_,+pk_z+.... 
Rearranging, we have 
ho (-l)“-i qi ~ ~ (-l)k-ipi. 
i=O 
Adding to this inequality the corresponding one for k - 1, all terms except 
the topmost cancel, and we get qk > pk. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let (R, !Dl) + (S, W) be a homomorphism of local rings 
such that S is a finitely generated free R-module. Suppose that for all non- 
free R-modules X, lim, /3:(X) = 00. Then for any S-module M which is not 
R-free, limk/$(M) = cc. 
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Proof: Let . . -+ pi + S*f-1 + . t S”” -+ M+ 0 be a minimal S-free 
resolution of M. Then n, = p;(M). Since S z R * for some t, the above is an 
R-free resolution 
+Rlni+Rtnf-l, . . . +R’“O-,M+(). 
We claim that ann(‘iUI) # 0. For this it suffices to show that every x E m is a 
zerodivisor. Now if some x were not, then 0 -t R +x R + R/xR + 0 would be 
a minimal resolution of R/xR, contradicting the hypothesis that 
lim, &(R/xR) = co. Thus Lemma 2.1 applies, and we have, for all k > 0, 
tn, > @f(M). Hence nk > (l/t) /If(M). By hypothesis, lim&(M) = co, and 
so lim, nk = co. 
Remark. The assumption in the above corollary, that M is not R-free, is 
necessary, as the following example shows. Let R be any local ring and let 
S=R[X]/(X’), h w  ere X is an indeterminate. Then S is R-free, as is xS, 
where x denotes the image of X in S. From the exact sequence 
o+xs+s-+xs-+o 
we see that /$(xS) = 1 for all k > 0. 
We come now to a key result. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let (R, m) + (S, %) be a homomorphism of local 
rings such that S is a jinitely generated free R-module. Suppose that for all 
non-free R-modules X, limi/3y(X) = 00. Suppose further, that for some ideal 
I of R, the ring S/IS satisfies BN( j) (or BN(E(,)). Then S satisfies BN( j) (or 
BN(ECo)). 
Proof. Let M be an S-module, and let 
-+ sni + sni-1 + . -+S”“+M+O (*I 
be a minimal S-free resolution of M. If M is not R-free, then by 
Corollary 2.2, limi n, = co. Suppose, therefore, that M is R-free. Then the 
exact sequence (*) is R-split, and thus remains exact when tensored over R 
with R/I. Let T = S/IS. Since T = S OR R/I, we have 
. -.+ pi+ T*i-l+ . . . 4 T’@+M/IM-+O c**> 
as a minimal T-free resolution of M/IM. Thus for all i > 0, l?“(M) = 
pT(M/IM). The desired conclusion now follows. 
The next corollary shows how Proposition 2.3 may be used to produce 
BN(0) rings. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let A be a complete local domain which contains a 
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field K. Assume also that A is a complete intersection. Let z, ,..., z, be a 
maximal A-sequence, and let J be a proper ideal of K[ [z, ,..., zn]] which is 
not contained in any height 1 prime ideal. Let S = A/(z, ,..., z,,) JA. Then S 
satisfies BN(0). 
Proof. Since A is a complete intersection and zi,..., z, is a maximal A- 
sequence, it is a system of parameters. According to [6, (31.6) Corollary], 
z, ,..., z, are analytically independent over K and A is a finitely generated B- 
module, where B = K[ [z, ,..., zn] 1. Since z, ,..., z, is an A-sequence and global 
dim B = n, it follows that proj. dim, A = 0 [6, (28.2) Theorem], so that A is 
B-free. Hence A/(z, ,..., zn) JA = A og B/(z, ,..., z,)J is a finitely generated 
free B/(z, ,..., z,)J-module. Thus if R = B/(z, ,..., z,)J, S is a local overring of 
R which is a finitely generated free R-module. Now R is a BNSZ ring [7, 
Theorem 3.21, and hence if X is any non-free R-module, limi/?f(X) = co. 
Now let Z = (F,,..., F,,)S, where fi is the image in S of zi. Then S/ZS =: 
Ah, ,..., zn) is a complete intersection of dimension 0, and thus satisfies 
BN(0) [see the Remark following Definition 1.11. By Proposition 2.3, S 
satisfies BN(0). 
We conclude this section with an 
EXAMPLE. Let S = K[[X, ,..., X,]]/(q’,..., rnn)k, where K is a field, 
X I ,..., X, are independent indeterminates, and k and all the ai are positive 
integers. Then S satisfies BN(0). For if k = 1 then S is a complete inter- 
section of dimension 0, since Xy’,..., X$ is a maximal K[[X, ,..., X,1]- 
sequence. If k > 1, we let J = (X7’,..., XT)k-’ and Corollary 2.4 applies. 
3 
In this section, (R, !I&!) is a regular local ring of dimension n, !UI = 
(x i ,..., xn), and S = R/!UI k+’ k > 1. The maximal ideal of S will be denoted 
by YI. We know from [7, Corollary 3.31 that S is a BNSZ ring. 
For any matrix C, its transpose will be denoted by Cr. Recall that a 
matrix is said to be alternating if C, = - C and for all i, the entries Cii on 
the main diagonal are zero. (“Alternating” is, of course, the same as “skew- 
symmetric,” except in characteristic 2.) 
If B = A/Z is a factor ring of a ring A, and a E A, then d will denote the 
image of a in B under the natural projection. If Z and W are vectors in A4, 
then by Z E W (mod I) we mean that such a congruence holds in each coor- 
dinate. (Or equivalently, Z - W E ZA9.) 
We begin with a simple but useful lemma about regular sequences. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be a commutative ring and z, ,..., z, an A-sequence. 
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Then qz, + ... +a,z,=Oo [a, ,.,., a,lT=B[z ,,..., z,]~, whereB is an nby 
n alternating matrix. 
Proof. z, ,...,z, is a regular A-sequence o its Koszul complex is exact. 
Hence ker(A’ +tz’*~..*rnl z ,A + .‘. + z,A) is generated by the image of the 
map A2 A”+ A”, i.e. by {zjei - ziej ] 1 < i < j < n}, where ei denotes the ith 
standard basis vector of A”. Thus [a, ,..., a,lT is in the kernel iff it can be 
expressed as C 1 (i< j(n bij(Zjei - Zi ej), or equivalently, as B [Z, ,..., Zn] r, 
where B is the alternating matrix such that for 1 < i < j < n, B, = b,. 
We turn now to the regular local ring (R, YJI). 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let I be an ideal of R generated by monomials in 
x , ). ..) x, . Suppose I = (m,, , m21 ,..., m2p2, . .. . m,, ,..., mnpJ where the 
monomial mij is divisible by xi, but not by xj for j > i. 
Then the following is a generating set for the kernel of the map 
R” ,[~I,...& $,J,m/I: 
((mij/xi)eil 1 <i<n, 1 <j<p,}U (xjei-xiejI 1 <i<j<n}. 
ProoJ Clearly each element of this set is in the kernel. For the reverse 
inclusion, let y, = mii/xi, and suppose that Cy= 1 aiXi E I. Then 
i aixi= i 5 rijmij= i 2 rijyuxi. 
i= I i=l j=1 i=l j=1 
Thus Cy= r (ai - CPI r ri,yJxi = 0. Since R is regular local, x, ,..., x, is an 
R-sequence, and so by Lemma 3.1, 
Pi 
...T ai - )J rijyij,... = 
j=l 1 1 6z4n bij(xjei-xiej)* 
Hence 
Ia Iv***, a,] = 5 2 rij(Yijei) + C bi,(xjei - xiej). i=l j=l l<l<i<n 
Thus the set does generate the kernel. 
Setting Z= !UIk”, we have: 
COROLLARY 3.3. [a,,..., a,]‘~ ker(R”+tY1*...*‘nl !N/Y.U’+‘) if and only if 
[a , ,..., an]= = B [x1 ,..., x,JT (mod YR’), where B is an alternating n by n 
matrix. Furthermore, the following is a generating set for this kernel: 
(yiiei]l<i~n,l<jgpi}U{xjei-xx,ej]l<i<j<n}, 
where the yi, are all the monomials of degree k in x1 ,..., Xi. 
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We shall prove that the generating set of Corollary 3.3 is minimal. For 
this we need 
LEMMA 3.4. Let A = [uij] be an n by n alternating matrix (n = dim R). 
Let Z = [zl ,..., z,,], where each zi E !UI and z, E 9JI - %I’. Denote the ith row 
of A by Ai, and suppose that 
Ai.ZT=O(mod9JImkt’), for l<i<n-1. 
Then A, ZT = 0 (mod 9JIk+‘). 
Proof: For 1 &i<n- 1, ai,,z,,---C’::aijzi (mod!UI’+‘). Hence 
~,,[a~ “,..., a,- ,,n]T = - B[z, ,..., z,- 1]T (mod !UIk+‘), c*> 
where B is the n - 1 by n - 1 minor obtained from A by deleting its last row 
and last column. 
Let W = [z, ,..., I,-~ 1. Then, taking the dot product of each side of (*) 
with W, we have 
z,W[a,, ,..., un-r,JT =- WBWT (mod ‘%JI’+‘) 
since each zi E mm. But WBWT = Cy:t uiizf = 0, since BT = - B and a,, = 0 
for all i. Since arm = 0, 
znAnZT=z,[aln ,..., a, -,,” ] WT-O (mod!IRki2). 
Now z, 65 YJI’, and the associated graded ring of R is a domain, so it follows 
that A,ZT = 0 (mod !IJI’+‘). 
LEMMA 3.5. The generating set described in Corollary 3.3 is minimal. 
Proof: A dependence relation among the generators is equivalent to a 
system of n congruences: 
:I ai,yi,+BiXTrO (mod!LJI’+‘), 1 <i<n, 
where X = [x, ,..., x,,] and Bi is the ith row of an alternating matrix B = [b,]. 
To establish minimality we must show that all a, and all bi, belong to 501. 
We do this by induction on n = dim R. 
First we deal with the case n = 2. We have 





c cqryzr - b,,x, = 0 (mod %I’+‘). 
t= 1 
From (1) we see that b,,x, E !DI’ n (x2). Thus b,,x, can be expressed as a 
linear combination of monomials of degree k, each of which is divisible by 
x2. Let g = (I, ,xf + b,,x,. Then g is a linear combination of monomials of 
degree k, in which the coefficient of xi is just a,, . Since g E 9JIkf1, and the 
monomials of degree k minimally generate 9JIk, it follows that a,, E !?JI. 
Hence arlx! E I1lZk+‘, and so b,,x, E !UI’+‘. Thus b,,E !I’II’, and so 
b,zx, E !UI’+‘. From (2) we have C1 GfGPZ azly,, E !UIk+‘. Since the yZt are 
the distinct monomials of degree k, all the a,, are in 9JI. 
Now let II 2 3 and assume that the result is true for n - 1. Let I?= R/(x,), 
and m = W/(x,)= (Zr ,..., 2,-r). So (E, n) is regular local of dimension 
n - 1. Since !BIktl + (x,) = (x, ,..., x,-Jktl + (x,), we have !UIkt’ + (x,) = 
cw . ktl Reducing system (#) modulo (x,) we have 
PI 
c CT~,J~~~+&.~~=O (mod!iJktl), l<i<n. 
Let C be the upper left n - 1 by n - 1 minor of B, so that C is also alter- 
nating. Then for 1 < iQ IZ - 1, Bi . XT = Ci . WT, where Ci is the ith row of 
C, and W = [X, ,..., Z+r 1. Thus the first n - 1 congruences of (#) become 
Pi 
c Cril y;tCi.WT=O (modVI’+‘), l<i<n-1. 
Note that V; is a monomial of degree k in 21 ,..., fi. So by our induction 
hypotheses, all C, and all Bi, are in a, for 1 Q i, j < n - 1. Thus 
2 airyi,~O (mod!DIkt’), for l<i<n- 1. 
I=1 
Hencefrom(#)itfollowsthatBi.XT~O(mod~kt1)for1~i~n-1.By 
Lemma 3.4 we have B, . XT E 0 (mod !lJIkt ‘). Therefore CT:, a,, ynt = 0 
(mod !JJI’+‘), and so all the a,, are in YJI. 
Finally, since B, . XT E 0 (mod !UIkt I), it follows from Corollary 3.3 that 
B = DXT (mod !JI’) for some alternating n by n matrix D. Thus, in 
p&&zular, all b, E IDZ. By the skew-symmetry of B we get b,,, E 9Jl for all j. 
Hence b, E !UI’ for 1 < i, j ( n. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let A be a local ring and M a finitely generated A-module. 
If {z ,,..., zp} is part of a minimal generating set for M, and each 
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zi E socle(M), then the sum AZ, + .’ + AZ, is direct, and is a direct 
summand of M. 
Proof: Let {z, ,..., zP ,..., zg} be a minimal generating set for M. We use 
induction on q. Let M’ = C;=2 Azi. Then M = AZ, + M’. Since AZ, is a 
simple module, if AZ, n M’ # 0, then AZ, n M’ = AZ,, and so AZ, c M’, 
violating the minimality of {zl ,..., z,}. Thus AZ, nM’ = 0, and M = 
AZ, @M’. Since M’ is minimally generated by the q - 1 element subset 
(z I,..., zp,...r zq}, it follows by our induction hypothesis that 
M’=Az,&+Az,@M” 
where M” = Ci > p Azi. Hence M = AZ, C&J ... @ Az,@M”. 
Turning now to the truncated local ring (S, .?I) we have 
COROLLARY 3.7. The first S-syzygy of W, ker(S”-+‘““...*X”‘R), is 
isomorphic to (S/91)dn.” @ (C,Ci<jCn S(fjei - fiqi)), where d,., = 
c;=, (,+:-I ). 
Proof. Let K = ker(R”+t”l~...*“nl IUl/!JJIk+‘). Then 9JIk+‘R” c !NkRn c K 
and so K/Wk + ‘Rn = ker(S” +txlV...,x,l YI). Lemma 3.5 gives a minimal 
generating set for K, whose image, under the natural projection R” -+ S” is a 
minimal generating set for K/!JJIkt ‘R”: for if C:=, ri(yi + %TIk+‘R “) = 0, 
where ( y, ,..., y,} is a minimal generating set for K, then 
and so C:=I ri(yi + YJIK) = 0. Since (y, + %JIK,..., y, + YJIK} is an R/U- 
basis of K/%RK, all ri belong to !UI. 
Now if f is a monomial of degree k in x1 ,..., xi then 
fei + 9JIki’R” E socle(K/!UIkflR”) 
since YJIf c!UI ktl The desired result now follows from Lemma 6 and the . 
fact that the number of monomials of degree k in i variables is the binomial 
coefficient ( k+i-’ ). 
The next result is the main one of this section and concludes the paper. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let M be any finitely generated S-module, and let pi(M) 
be the ith Betti number of M, dim,,,(Torf(M, S/a)). 
Then for all i > 1, P,+,(M) > (~~=I ( k+L-l ))p,(M). 
Proof. By Corollary 3.7, the sequence 
o+ (S/tn)d”~k@N+S+tn+O 
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is exact, for some S-module N, where d,,, = CyE, (‘+L-‘). Using the 
standard properties of Tor we obtain 
Torf+ ,@I, S/a) z Torf+ ,(M, 8) % Tors(A4, S/91)dn.k @ Tor 7 (M, N). 
Thus Pi+ Z(M) 2 drr,,Pi(W 
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